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Abstract: First observation of passive mode-locking in two-section 
quantum-dot lasers operating at wavelengths around 1.55 μm is reported. 
Pulse generation at 4.6 GHz from a 9 mm long device is verified by 
background-free autocorrelation, RF-spectra and real-time oscilloscope 
traces. The output pulses are stretched in time and heavily up-chirped with a 
value of 20 ps/nm, contrary to what is normally observed in passively 
mode-locked semiconductor lasers. The complete output spectrum is shown 
to be coherent over 10 nm. From a 7 mm long device Q-switching is 
observed over a large operating regime. The lasers have been realized using 
a fabrication technology that is compatible with further photonic integration. 
This makes the laser a promising candidate for e.g. a mode-comb generator 
in a complex photonic chip.  
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1. Introduction  

Active and passive mode-locking of laser diodes is a well-established technique for generating 
picosecond pulses at wavelengths around 1.55 μm [1,2,3]. These wavelengths are of primary 
interest for telecommunication applications. The material of choice for fabricating these 
mode-locked laser diodes (MLLDs) is InP/InGaAsP, using either bulk or quantum well gain 
sections [3]. Recently passive mode-locking has also been observed in quantum-dash based 
lasers [4]. 

Quantum dot (QD) gain material is promising for applications in MLLDs due to the broad 
gain spectrum, low spontaneous emission levels and a low threshold current density [5,6]. In 
principle this allows for the generation of ultrashort, transform limited pulses. Sub-picosecond 
pulse generation down to 0.4 ps pulse duration has been achieved with InAs-GaAs QD 
material operating at wavelengths around 1.3 μm [5,7]. Sub-picosecond pulse amplifiers [8] 
and MLLDs have been realized with this material demonstrating average output powers of 
45 mW, with pulse peak powers over 1 W [7]. Recently we have reported lasing in Fabry-
Pérot (FP) type ridge waveguide InAs/InP (100) QD structures operating in the 1.55 μm 
wavelength region [9]. It was demonstrated that similarly to the InAs-GaAs QD material, this 
material does not suffer from ridge side-wall surface recombination. As a result it is possible 
to make high-contrast ridge waveguides, reducing the size of the devices and increasing the 
possible integration density [6]. 

In this work the first results obtained with monolithic two-section QD lasers operating at 
wavelengths around 1.55 μm are presented. First the device design and fabrication are 
presented in section 2. Hereafter the experimental results are presented and discussed for the 
laser configurations showing Q-switching (section 3) and passive mode-locking (PML, 
section 4). The conclusions are summarized in section 5. 

2. Design and fabrication 

The QD laser structure is grown on n-type InP (100) substrates by metal-organic vapor-phase 
epitaxy (MOVPE), as presented in [6,9]. The QD wavelength is tuned into the 1.55 μm region 
through insertion of ultrathin GaAs interlayers. In the active region five InAs QD layers are 
stacked, separated by 40-nm InGaAsP layers with a bandgap corresponding to a wavelength 
of 1.25 μm (Q1.25). The QDs have a diameter of approximately 50 nm and a height of 4 nm –
7 nm. The QD layers are placed in the center of a Q1.25 InGaAsP optical waveguiding core 
layer which is in total 500 nm thick. The bottom cladding of this laser structure is a 500-nm 
thick n-InP buffer and the top cladding is a 1.5-μm p-InP with a compositionally graded 
300-nm p-InGaAs(P) top contact layer. Note that this layerstack is compatible with the butt-
joint active-passive integration process as mentioned in [10,11] for possible further 
integration. 
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Two-section FP-type laser devices have been designed and realized with total lengths of 
4 mm up to 9 mm and section ratios of 3% up to 30%, as shown in Fig. 1. The ridge 
waveguides have a width of 2 μm and are etched 100 nm into the InGaAsP Q1.25 layer. To 
create electrical isolation between the two sections, the most highly doped part of the p-
cladding layer is etched away. The waveguide and isolation sections are etched using an 
optimized CH4 / H2 two-step reactive-ion dry etch process. The structures are planarized and 
passivated using polyimide. Two evaporated Ti/Pt/Au metal pads contact the two sections to 
create two electrical contacts. Au-plating is used to increase the Au-thickness to over 1 μm to 
ensure uniform injection current and to increase dissipation of the generated heat. The 
backside of the n-InP substrate is metallized to create a common ground contact for the two 
sections. The structures are cleaved to create the mirrors for the FP cavity. 

The two-section devices are operated by forward biasing the longer gain section, creating 
a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) and by reversely biasing the shorter gain section, 
creating a saturable absorber (SA). The devices are mounted on a copper chuck, p-side up. In 
this work we focus our analysis on two devices, i.e. a device with a length of 7 mm and an SA 
section of 5% of the total length and a device with a length of 9 mm, with an SA section of 
3%. In the following these devices are used to investigate Q-switching and mode-locking 
respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the realized devices, showing different configurations. The SOA (gain) 
and SA (saturable absorption) sections are indicated. 

3. Q-switching 

Q-switching of the laser by low-frequency (self-)modulation of the cavity losses, is a 
commonly found operating regime in two-section lasers, e.g. [12]. However in QD-based 
laser diodes, Q-switching is thought to be suppressed or even absent due to the fast recovery 
of the saturable gain [13,14]. 

Using the setup depicted in Fig. 2 a laser with a total length of 7 mm and an SA with a 
length of 5% of the total cavity (SA length equals 350 μm) is studied. Anti-reflection coated 
lensed fibers are used to couple light out of the laser and optical isolators are used to prevent 
feedback from reflections into the laser cavity. The copper chuck below the laser is kept at a 
fixed temperature of 10 ˚C. Needle probes are used to bias the two sections of the laser 
respectively. 

In Fig. 3 the fiber-coupled output power is plotted as a function of the injection current. 
As can be seen, there is a step-like curve around the lasing threshold. This is because the SA 
saturates as a result of the increased optical power, resulting in a reduced optical loss. The 
lasing threshold current increases from around 700 mA for an SA voltage of 0 V, up to 
775 mA with the bias voltage decreased to -3 V. These lasing thresholds are relatively large as 
compared to bulk or quantum-well lasers. The reason is the low modal gain of the QD lasers 
[9]. The reverse bias current is also recorded and it is observed to scale approximately with 
the intensity of the optical output. Moreover, sudden changes in optical power levels are 
observed when increasing the injection current, indicating dynamics in the optical field. 

To study these dynamics the RF-spectrum of the laser is recorded, using a 50-GHz 
bandwidth electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) with a 50-GHz photodiode. A reverse bias of 
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-3 V is applied. The RF-spectra for frequencies up to 5 GHz are plotted in Fig. 4(a). Three 
regimes of Q-switching can be identified, with RF-peak spacings of approximately 32.5 MHz, 
153 MHz and 390 MHz with increasing injection current. The increase in the oscillation 
frequency with increasing injection current is in agreement with the observation in [14]. Q-
switching has been verified by recording the optical output with a 6-GHz bandwidth 
oscilloscope and a 45-GHz photodiode. The traces are shown in Fig. 4(b) and are obtained 
with values for the injection current corresponding to the three regimes of Q-switching in 
Fig. 4(a). The pulse repetition rates corresponding to the RF-peak spacing are 31 ns, 6.5 ns 
and 2.6 ns respectively for increasing injection current. These repetition rates are in agreement 
with the oscilloscope traces in Fig. 4(b). The pulses are characterized by a steep (leading) 
peak, with a duration of 0.6 ps – 0.8 ps and a risetime of 0.3 ps. The pulses at 32.5 MHz and 
153 MHz, i.e. at the lower injection currents, also have a significant trailing part, due to the 
relatively low gain just above threshold. Concluding we can say that passive Q-switching in 
QD-lasers has been shown. 

A point to note is that the ESA spectra around 840 mA show no Q-switching, having an 
RF-peak around the cavity roundtrip time (outside the plot in Fig. 4(a)). This indicates a very 
small regime of possible mode-locking at this SA voltage value for this 7 mm device. Mode-
locking in these two-section devices will be discussed in the next section for a 9 mm device. 
This regime around 840 mA corresponds to the peak in the LI-curve for the SA voltage of 
-3 V in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the setup used to characterize the QD lasers. PM: power meter, 
Iso: optical isolator, TE cooler: thermo-electric cooler, SOA: optional booster amplifier, ESA: 
electrical spectrum analyzer including a 50-GHz photodiode, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, 
Osc: 6-GHz real time oscilloscope including 45-GHz photodiode, PC: polarization controller, 
AC: autocorrelator. All equipment is fiber pigtailed or has fiber input or output connectors. A 
current source (I) and voltage source (-V) are used to bias the SOA and SA respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. LI-curves for different SA bias voltages (solid). The fiber coupled optical power is 
plotted. The SA bias current is also shown (dotted). The total device length is 7 mm and the SA 
length is 5%. 
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Fig. 4. (a) RF-spectra (3-MHz bandwidth resolution), color coded from low intensity (blue) to 
high intensity (red) obtained with a 7 mm device with 5% SA length and an SA bias voltage of 
-3 V. (b) Oscilloscope traces obtained for different injection currents corresponding to the three 
different regimes of Q-switching shown in (a) as indicated by the arrows. Traces have been 
offset for clarity, i.e. the dotted lines represent the respective 0-levels. 

 

4. Passive mode-locking 

With the same setup as presented in Fig. 2 passive mode-locking in the QD-lasers is studied 
for a device with a total length of 9 mm and a 270 μm (3%) SA section length. In Fig. 5 the 
LI-curves are given, showing threshold current values of 660 mA up to 690 mA for SA bias 
voltages of 0 V down to -4 V. Comparing these curves with the ones obtained for the 7 mm 
device in Fig. 3 it can be observed that threshold currents are lower for the 9 mm device and 
output power levels are of the same order. Moreover the step-like behavior around threshold is 
less pronounced owing to the shorter SA length. 
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Fig. 5. LI-curves for different SA bias voltages. The fiber coupled optical power is plotted. The 
total device length is 9 mm and SA length is 3%. 

 
The RF-spectra obtained for this laser show clear peaks at the cavity roundtrip-frequency 

of 4.6 GHz, corresponding to the 9-mm cavity. In Fig. 6 the RF-spectrum at an injection 
current of 900 mA and an SA bias voltage of -1 V is shown. The first RF-peak at the 
fundamental frequency is 43 dB over the noise floor. Also the width of this peak is narrow, 
i.e. 0.57 MHz at -20 dB, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b). Moreover, the lower-frequency signal 
intensity around the DC-component in the spectrum is very low, i.e. in the order of the noise 
floor up to 5 GHz. Concluding it can be said that this RF-spectrum indicates clear and stable 
mode-locking [15]. 

 
Fig. 6. (a) RF-spectrum obtained for a 9 mm device with 3% SA length. Injection current is 
900 mA and SA bias voltage is -1 V. (b) Detailed view of the spectrum around the first RF-
peak in (a). The electrical bandwidths used to obtain the spectra are 3 MHz and 50 kHz for (a) 
and (b) respectively. 

 
The optical spectrum corresponding to this operating point is given in Fig. 7. Using an 

OSA with a 0.16-pm resolution, the mode-structure can clearly be distinguished, with a mode-
spacing of 36 pm corresponding to the roundtrip frequency (Fig. 7(b)). The spectrum is broad, 
as can be expected from the inhomogeneously broadened gain of QD-lasers [5], but with a 
modulation on top (Fig. 7(a)), which is unlike to what is observed in a typical mode-locked 
spectrum of quantum-well or bulk gain lasers. However no clear pulse traces are obtained 
with the autocorrelator, using the setup as pictured in Fig. 2. Traces obtained with a 6-GHz 
bandwidth 10 Gs/s real-time oscilloscope showed a small modulation at 4.6 GHz, though with 
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a strong DC-offset. More specific, the modulation depth was only 15% of the total signal 
power. 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Optical spectrum obtained for a 9 mm device with 3% SA length. Injection current is 
900 mA and SA bias voltage is -1 V. (b) Detailed view of the spectrum in (a). The optical 
bandwidth used to obtain the spectra is 0.16 pm. 

 
To investigate the fact that the RF-spectrum shows a clear indication of mode-locking 

whereas there appears to be no significant pulse shaping, a tunable optical bandpass filter of 
1.2 nm bandwidth is placed after the QD-laser output. A reduction of the DC component in 
the RF-spectrum, i.e. representing the average power, is observed (this DC component is not 
shown in Fig. 6(a)), while the RF-peaks at the fundamental frequency and their higher 
harmonics remain strong. Clear pulse shapes can now be observed with the autocorrelator, as 
can be seen in Fig. 8. With the filter set around 1534 nm, the width (FWHM) of the traces 
ranges from 9 ps up to 16 ps when increasing the injection current from 850 mA to 1.0 A. 
Assuming a deconvolution factor of 1.5 these values correspond to pulse durations of 6 ps to 
11 ps. The traces are background-free, as they should be. Moreover the 6-GHz oscilloscope 
shows traces with a modulation depth down to the 0-Volt-level, i.e. background-free, as 
shown in the paragraphs below. 

 
Fig. 8. Autocorrelator traces (second harmonic power given) obtained with a 9 mm device with 
3% SA length and with a 1.2 nm optical bandpass filter. Injection current is varied from 
750 mA up to 1.0 A and SA bias voltage is -1 V. A booster SOA is used for amplification. 
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By tuning the 1.2 nm bandpass filter over the full spectrum of the laser (approximately 
10 nm as can be seen in Fig. 7), clearly defined picosecond pulses are observed at all 
wavelengths. Thus the laser is mode-locked over this range. To investigate the timing between 
these separate spectral components of the output pulse, the setup of Fig. 9 is used. Here the 
output pulses of the laser are split using a 3-dB coupler and they are separately filtered using 
two optical bandpass filters (with bandwidths of 1.2 nm and 2.0 nm respectively). Both 
filtered output pulses are then recorded with the 6-GHz oscilloscope. One of the bandpass 
filters (with 2.0 nm bandwidth) is kept at a fixed position and is used to trigger the signal, i.e. 
it serves as a reference. The other bandpass filter (with 1.2 nm bandwidth) is tuned and the 
output is recorded by the oscilloscope with the reference signal as a trigger. A typical 
oscilloscope trace is shown in Fig. 9(b). 

Using these oscilloscope traces the relative delay of the pulse trains resulting after 
filtering is then determined. In Fig. 10 the optical spectra and resulting delays are plotted for 
different settings of the tunable bandpass filter. As can be seen the difference between the 
minimum and maximum delay is almost 0.2 ns, i.e. almost equal to the cavity roundtrip time 
of 216 ps. This leads to the conclusion that the output pulse of the QD-laser is very elongated, 
i.e. well over 100 ps duration, and is heavily up-chirped, with a chirp value of about 20 ps/nm. 
The chirp profile is predominantly linear over the pulse center as can be seen in Fig. 10(b). 
The full-bandwidth pulse duration of over 100 ps agrees with the 6 ps – 11 ps duration for the 
filtered pulse, assuming the chirp profile of Fig. 10(b). Note that the full bandwidth is 
coherent, effectively creating a mode-comb. 

 
Fig. 9. (a) Schematic of the setup used to investigate the timing of the spectral components of 
the pulse. The two photodiodes (PDs) are connected to two channels of the oscilloscope (Osc). 
(b) A typical example of the oscilloscope traces. The ‘signal’ is obtained with the 1.2 nm filter 
and the ‘ref.’ with the 2.0 nm filter. The ‘ref.’ has a vertical offset for easy comparison. 

 
The RF-peak at the fundamental frequency in the filtered laser output is stable, i.e. its 

value is stable within ±50 kHz when the optical bandpass filter is tuned. This is demonstrated 
by measurement of the RF-spectra around this peak as a function of filter wavelength. A 
0.3-nm wide tunable optical bandpass filter is used. The result is presented in Fig. 10(c), 
where the RF-spectra are shown over a 1.9 MHz frequency range. Tuning the position of the 
bandpass filter changes the intensity of the peak, much like the spectrum in Fig. 7(a), but not 
its position. However we have observed an increase in the pedestal around both the RF-peak 
and the DC-peak when the bandpass filter is included as compared to the case without a filter. 
This suggests that energy exchange between different spectral components of the pulse takes 
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place to some degree at lower frequencies, i.e. in the MHz-range. Investigation of this effect is 
beyond the scope of this work. 

This result is strikingly different from what is commonly observed in mode-locked lasers 
based on bulk or quantum-well gain material, or even on QD gain material operating at 
wavelengths around 1.3 μm, where shorter pulses with a lower time-bandwidth product are 
commonly obtained. The origin of the observed dynamics of the lasers presented here is not 
understood yet, however this will be investigated further by us. Most probably the laser 
behavior is related to the not well-known dynamics governed by the energy level structure and 
spectral inhomogeneous aspects in the 1.55 μm QD gain material. For example as compared 
to the 1.3-μm QD gain material our material has a relatively low carrier confinement in the 
dots and a relatively small energy separation between the ground and excited state due to the 
larger dot size. 

 

 

Fig. 10. (a) Resulting optical spectra by tuning the 1.2 nm optical bandpass filter. (b) Relative 
delay of the different pulse trains corresponding to the spectra in (a). (c) RF-spectra obtained 
after filtering the laser output with a 0.3-nm optical bandpass filter. Injection current is 1.0 A 
and SA bias voltage is -1 V. The spectra are color-coded in dB scale from low intensity (blue) 
to high intensity (red). The electrical bandwidth used to obtain the spectra is 50 kHz. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this work mode-locking in two-section InAs/InP (100) QD-lasers operating at wavelengths 
around 1.55 μm has been demonstrated for the first time. It has been verified by background-
free autocorrelator signals, RF analyzer signals and real-time oscilloscope traces. The output 
pulses are heavily upchirped, with a value of 20 ps/nm. Pulse durations well over 100 ps are 
obtained for a repetition rate of 4.6 GHz. Mode-locking is very stable as indicated by the RF-
peak power of 43 dB over the noise floor and a peak width of 0.57 MHz at -20 dB. The full 
optical bandwidth of the output is shown to be coherent. Moreover large regimes of Q-
switching are observed in similar but slightly shorter devices and having a longer SA section 
with a higher bias voltage. As a result the saturation energy of the SA increases, leading to a 
decreased (or vanishing) regime of mode-locking. 

These results indicate that the dynamics in our two-section InAs/InP (100) QD-lasers 
operating at 1.55 μm are significantly different from their bulk and quantum-well counterparts 
and also from those published for 1.3 μm InAs/GaAs QD-lasers. 

Lasing thresholds in these devices are relatively high as compared to lasers based on bulk 
or quantum-well gain material and output power levels are relatively low because of the lower 
modal gain of the QD-lasers. This can in principle be improved by increasing the carrier 
confinement into the QDs by e.g. operation at a lower temperature or by decreasing the 
bandgap of the InGaAsP core layer. In the latter case the compatibility for possible further 
integration using an active-passive integration scheme [10,11] is compromised. Another more 
suitable option from point of view of integration, is to increase the number of QD-layers. 

These devices have been realized with a fabrication technology that is compatible with 
further photonic integration. As such these devices can perform the function of e.g. a mode-
comb generator in a complex photonic chip, and applications like an integrated arbitrary pulse 
shaper or spectral domain encoder become possible. 
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